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The uestfor

It's time to wake up
and discover your customer.

By David G. Bakken

The following scenario may sound familiar to
you. A financial services company wants to be first to market
with new products to meet the "emerging needs" of affluent
customers. In brainstorming sessions, the marketing team
generated a dozen or so variations on the firm's current offer-
ings for the affluent market. They also generated a list of cus-
tomer needs that might be fulfilled by each of these new
offers. The company hired a market research firm to conduct
a needs-based segmentation study. Survey respondents rated
each of the potential needs on an importance scale and also
evaluated the appeal of a few new product concepts derived
from the ideas generated in the brainstorming session.

Of course, the team captured current financial behavior
and demographic information to help target any new prod-
ucts resulting from this effort. The analysis revealed distinct
clusters of respondents differentiated according to the impor-
tance placed on the various needs. Moreover, reasonable cor-
respondence existed between the needs-based clusters and the
appeal of the different product concepts. The product team
set about developing test versions of the product concepts
with the greatest appeal to clusters representing high potential
value to the firm.

While most of the participants regarded this effort as a
success, the vice president of marketing was disappointed. She
had hoped that the research, which required a six-figure
investment, would find the "below the radar" opportuni-
ties-the "truly new" affluent customer needs that will define
the financial services market for the next several years.
Instead, research revealed a few small opportunities based on
evolutionary changes in existing product offerings.
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HstomerNeeds

How Do NEW CUSTOMER NEEDS ARISE?

We can better understand why market research failed to
identify "below the radar" emerging needs if we first con-
sider how new needs emerge. Customers buy in order to
improve, or at least maintain, their well-being. An existing
market, comprised of a set of customers for a product or ser-
vice category, represents a value exchange framework where
the benefit or impact on customer well-being from the avail-
able products or services consistently matches customers'
desired improvements. Current customers' needs are usually
satisfied by existing products and services. Within existing
markets, customer needs tend to center on performance
improvements in existing products and services rather than
radically new solutions.

New customer needs emerge outside the existing value
exchange framework, usually as the result of some change in
customer circumstances that alters the current state of well-

being. Environmental changes (e.g., regulatory changes, energy
shortages), demographic trends, and customer maturation all
may trigger changes that give rise to new customer needs.
However, no one-to-one correspondence exists between
changes in customer circumstances, the needs they give rise to,
and the new products or services that will satisfy those needs.
(See sidebar on page 32.)

FINDING EMERGING CUSTOMER NEEDS
The first, and perhaps most important, mistake the finan-

cial services company made was to focus on the existing value
exchange framework reflected in the firm's current offerings.
The company defined new customer needs according to bene-
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In today's rapidlychanging markets, companies have more
impetus than ever to find emerging customer needs that will
translate to new profit opportunities. Historically, market
research has done a poor job of detecting emerging needs
and identifying those profit opportunities. New customer
needs originate upstream of the marketplace in changing
customer circumstances. Unfortunately,almost all research
is directed at finding new needs within an existing value
exchange framework, using tools that aren't well-suited for
revealingemergingcustomer needs.

fits delivered to existing customers by relatively minor changes
to existing products. This is the process companies use to
improve products and services incrementally, better meeting
existing customer needs. It's also possible the company focused
on finding "emerging" needs in the existing market-albeit
unintentionally-because most of the market research tools
available are better suited to existing than to emerging markets.

Rather than brainstorming product enhancements and then

hypothesizing customer needs that might be fulfilled by those
enhancements, the team in our example would be more likely to
meet its objective by identifying potential changes in customer
circumstances based on environmental changes, economic con-

ditions, and demographic trends. Once these changes are identi-
fied, the team can hypothesize the needs that the changes in cus-
tomer circumstance might create. The final step in this process is
matching these needs to the financial services marketplace. If
there are no possible solutions for these needs within the finan-
cial services domain, the exercise stops. If there are matches
between the hypothesized needs and possible financial services
products, the team can initiate market research to verify the
hypothesized linkages.

The marketing team made a second mistake by focusing
only on affluent customers. Many organizations pay greater
attention to their most valuable customers, but one reason these
customers are valuable is the close match between their needs

and the current value exchange framework. These customers are
unlikely to be a good source for emerging needs that aren't
served by that framework. When conducting the first step out-
lined above, it's important to cast a wide net and to consider
changes in the circumstances of many different potential cus-
tomers. (See sidebar on page 33.)

LIMITS OF TRADITIONAL RESEARCH TOOLS
The marketing team for the financial services firm in the

case study relied on what they believed to be "best-practices"
market research. The research firm interviewed a representa-
tive sample of affluent customers selected initially using ran-
dom digit dialing. They pretested the questionnaire using a
concurrent protocol (think aloud) procedure. And they used
appropriate analytical methods to identify the different needs

Changingdemandmeanschangingneeds

Sometimes several different changes in customer circumstances can
converge into one emerging need.Thisis the situation for online data stor-
age, where demand-creating conditions include adopting e-mail, imple-
menting enterprise resource or database management systems,company
mergersor acquisitions,migrating to client-server architecture,and adopt-

ing online document storage systems.As
an example,the incremental online stor-

age required for e-mail may be an
exponential function of the number
of users becausepeople tend not to
delete messages.

A company offering any of the
new data storage technologies, such
as storage area networks or net-

worked attached storage, might rea-
sonably assume that the greatest potential for these technologies will
come from companies with the largest storage requirements. In fact, the
customer characteristics that might be used to target these "high poten-
tial" customers (i.e., network size, current network hard disk capacity,

number of employees) are not particularly useful for predicting which
organizations are undergoing the fastest growth in storage. Storage
requirements are more likely to be determined by the critical applications
an organization uses.

A multi phase approach involving both qualitative and quantitative
researchcan help uncover the demand-creating conditions that will lead
to adoption of network data storage solutions. In phase 1, qualitative
research is conducted with as diverse a group of potential customers as
possible-small companies, large companies, many different industries,
with wide variation in network size and architecture. The only common

characteristic might be some threshold levelof anticipated growth in stor-
age requirements. The output of phase 1 will consist of one or more
hypotheses about the demand-creating conditions or changes in cus-
tomer circumstances most likely to create a greater need for online data
storage. A secondary output of this phase might be several hypotheses
about the characteristics of customers most likely to be associated with
the demand-creating circumstances.

In phase 2, these hypotheses are tested with additional qualitative
research,but in this step the effort is directed toward customersmost likely
to be experiencing the demand-creating changes in circumstance. In this
phase,the selection criteria for respondentswill include customer charac-
teristics and demand-creating conditions identified in phase1.

Oncethe hypotheseshave beenverified or modified we move to phase
3, which consistsof one or more surveysto measurethe prevalenceof the
different demand-creating circumstancesand associatedcustomer charac-
teristics. This phasemight include some measuresof customer responseto
potential solutions (e.g.,concept tests,choiceexperiments).
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segments. However, if the VP of marketing had clearly commu-
nicated her desire to find the below-the-radar emerging needs,

the team probably would have relied more on innovative qual-
itative techniques, including customer case research and lead
user analysis. As Berstell and Nitterhouse discuss in the Fall
2001 issue of this magazine, customer case research can be
a valuable tool for predicting purchase decisions. (See
Additional Reading, page 34.)

Some of our standard market research practices actually
decrease the likelihood of finding emerging customer needs. In
order to understand how commonly practiced research tech-
niques, particularly our sampling and analytical methods, can
obscure emerging needs, we need to consider our notions of ran-
domness. First, we expect that any sample of observations will
vary to some extent from the total population. Moreover, the
expected variation is a function of the size of the sample-the
larger the sample, the smaller the expected random differences
between parameter estimates and population values for mea-
sures of interest.

However, an emerging need is likely to be relatively rare in a
sample of observations, and our inferential statistics will treat
the odd response that might indicate an emerging need as part of
the sampling error. Assuming our sample does in fact contain a
handful of respondents who have experienced some change in
circumstances that creates a new need, we're unlikely to place
much faith in that finding unless there are enough cases to be
"statistically significant."

In similar fashion, multivariate statistical techniques detect
the strongest patterns in the data. Values with low frequency are
lost in the background noise. Outliers-cases with extreme val-
ues-may be indicative of emerging customer needs, yet those
cases are problematic for many statistical techniques.

To find emerging customer needs, we must change our think-
ing about sampling and statistical inference. Instead of probabil-

A technology in searchof a need

Opinion

ity samples, we might employ targeted convenience samples
based on hypothesized changes in customer circumstances.
Instead of describing our samples with statistics that reflect cen-
tral tendencies or overall variability, we might pay more attention
to understanding extreme or low frequency observations.

We need to apply reverse statistical thinking to the search
for emerging customer needs. Rather than rely on statistical
inference to identify patterns in the data, we should look for
individual observations that conform to our hypotheses about

the patterns of customer circumstances or demand-creating
conditions that presage new customer needs.

Bayesian methods promise to improve our ability to detect
unusual individual preferences or needs. For example, Allenby
and Ginter have demonstrated the use of hierarchical Bayesian
analysis to identify customers with extreme preferences for spe-
cific product features. This approach might be used to identify
individuals with unique needs as well.

NON-TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES
In many cases, survey respondents and focus group partici-

pants may be unaware of or unable to articulate important
changes in their circumstances that might give rise to new needs.
Non-traditional research methods (anything other than surveys
and focus groups) can play an important role in the search for
emerging needs. Ethnographic and anthropological techniques,
for example, may reveal patterns in customer circumstances
missed by traditional questioning methods. Lead user analysis
and customer case research methods also are powerful tools for
revealing emerging customer needs.

The Internet may playa greater role in discovering new cus-
tomer needs, although it may not work as a survey vehicle.
Because the Web offers consumers with shared interests an

opportunity to express issues and concerns, it can be an impor-
tant tool for forming initial hypotheses.

In many cases,a new technology appears before potential customers are identified. Distributed power generation
offers an exampleof the complex relationship between emerging technology and emerging customer needs.

Distributed (or onsite) generation of electricity hasexisted in some form for manyyears.Theenergy crisis of the '70s
spurred attempts to develop and commercialize onsite generation using renewableenergy sources(primarily wind and
photovoltaic), but the economic impetus for these efforts more or lessvanished as the political crisis abated and oil
pricesdropped to historically low levels.

Backup power generation representsanother form of distributed generation. Businessesor operations that demand
continuous, uninterrupted power rely on standby generators when the supply from the central generator is interrupted.
Peak-demand pricing gives some of these businessesan incentive to run their generators at times of high load or
demand on the power grid as a way to reducetheir overall energycosts.Thedieselengine is the dominant technology for backuppower generation.

New technologieslike microturbinesand fuel cellsare poisedto changethe marketplacefor distributed power generation. However,for these new tech-
nologies to succeed,their unique benefits must align with customer needsnot satisfied by either the power grid or existing onsite generation technologies.

The key to finding the emerging market for a new technology lies in thinking creatively, but realistically, about what the new technology will allow
potential usersto do that they couldn't do before. In this case,we might be tempted to narrow our search to large customers who need uninterrupted
power while the beachheadmarket may be among small operations expanding in areasnot well-served by the power grid. The less restrictive our ini-
tial scan, the more likely we are to uncover customers with a critical needfor the benefits offered by this technology. We may identify severaldifferent
needsegments through this kind of activity.
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Cellular phoneservice:A casestudy
Cellulartelephoneservicewasinitially considereda responseto an existingcustomerneed:Demandfor mobiletelephoneservicewasgreater

than the availablefrequencyspectrumcouldhandle.Estimatesof the potentialmarketfor cellularserviceswerebasedprimaryon extrapolationto
larger numbersof the sametypesof customerswho alreadyusedmobiletelephoneservices.Cellularphoneswereexpectedto beexpensive
($1,000)andlarge(with the bulkof the phonemountedin the trunk),andservicewouldberelativelyexpensive.

I
I Couldwe haveanticipatedthe expansivegrowth of wirelessphoneservicebeyondthe rathernarrow,original

target market?Wecan't knowfor sure,but heedingthe following tips might haveprovidedaclue:
· Identify keytrends that might affect communicationpatterns (e.g.,an increasein the numberof two-

earner households).
· Foreachtrend,list all the possiblechangesin communicationpatternsthat might result.
· Foreachchange,providea subjectiveestimate(perhapsusingthe Delphimethod)of the probabilitythat

wirelesscommunicationwill playa role.
· Createdifferent marketscenariosbasedon the keytrends,changesin communicationpatterns,andfactors

that will increaseor decreasethe role of wirelesscommunication in thosechanges(e.g.,pricedecreases,
improvementsin technology,shrinking phone size). In somecases,we might try to assign a probability
to each.

· Trackthe keytrendsandmonitor the marketplaceto detectchangesin communicationpatterns.

Forexample,we might identifya trend wherethe numberof mothersof school-agechildrenin the workforceincreases
steadilyoverseveralyears.Expectedoutcomesof this trend are moreorganizedafter-schoolactivities for children,more
relianceon otherparentsfor transportationto andfrom activities,and,for olderchildren,moretimespentwithout immedi-
ateadult supervision.Eachof thesechangesmayhaveimplicationsfor wirelesstelephoneservice.

Wealsomusthavesomehypothesesabout necessaryandsufficientconditionsfor the adoptionof wirelessservice.Forexample,how inexpen-
sivewill suchserviceneedto bebeforeit will beaccessiblefor theseuses?With this frameworkin place,wecan lookfor the expectedconnections
betweenthe keytrendsandthe adoptionof wirelesstelephoneservice.Asthoseconnectionsemergein the market,the new informationcan help
refineforecastsof the marketpotentialfor cellularservice.

So WHATCANWE Do?
Imagine we can intervene with the financial services mar-

keting team in the example at the beginning of this article.
How should we guide their efforts? What recommendations
will we make?

First, the team needs to focus its attention on changes in
customer circumstances that might lead to needs that aren't met
by existing products. Instead of a brainstorming session to iden-
tify product modifications, we'll conduct a session to identify
the potential outcomes of important trends, such as the graying
of America, the emergence of the "echo-boomer" generation, or
the impact of the recent loss of wealth in the stock market. We
might include individual-level circumstances, such as a trend
toward forced early retirement. If lack of information keeps the
team from generating hypotheses, we might recommend gather-
ing information through secondary research or perhaps some
non-traditional online research.

Once the team has a set of hypotheses, they can be con-
firmed (or modified or rejected) with more traditional qualita-
tive and quantitative research efforts. However, we should take

care to remind the team that the research is still exploratory
rather than definitive. The goal is to capture the changing pat-
terns of demand-creating conditions. (See sidebar above.)

Only after we're confident about the link between changing
customer circumstances and emerging needs would we under-
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take a study like the one described at the beginning of this arti-
cle. However, instead of starting with potential product varia-
tions, we would begin with potential customer needs and work
toward products to address those needs.

Experience suggests that risk and randomness accompany
the search for emerging customer needs, which means
researchers must develop flexible responses to those needs.
Companies often want to identify a single course of action,
but not all changes in demand-creating conditions will lead
to profitable market opportunities. Companies that can
quickly change direction will be better able to respond to
emerging needs. .
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